


IMAGINE ZERO PRESSURE;
THE ULTIMATE IN COMFORT.
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Your body feels weightless in the Follow chair.
This chair is designed to adjust to your shape – distributing your 
weight evenly. The Follow is designed to perfectly support your 
back and legs, so that even after hours of sitting you won’t feel 
downward pressure or muscle tension and stiffness.
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Zero Pressure – S-Curved Backrest

The patented backrest design will ensure your entire body 
feels supported. You will feel zero pressure, as your body 
weight is fully supported and your back is cradled. Lift and Lock Armrest

The no-button lift and lock armrest allows you 
to effortlessly adjust your armrest to the most 
comfortable position. The armrest is made of soft 
materials, for additional comfort.

“Smart Touch”

A new-generation “smart touch” intelligent 
tilting system allows you to move up and down, 
lean back and forth, and lock and unlock with 
just the touch of one control.

Comfortable Tilting

Using patented tilting technology, the backrest and cushion
automatically adjust to your movements. This feature will 
ensure maximum comfort as well as the best sitting posture 
for your back and neck.

Helps Prevent Varicose Veins

Sitting for long periods of time can 
cause discomfort and increase your 
chance of getting varicose veins. 
The Follow chair has an innovative 
cushion that includes an elastic edge 
that perfectly molds to the curves of 
your body. This allows the blood to 
flow freely, while also helping air to 
circulate allowing your legs to breath. 
Follow helps to keep youcomfortable.
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A wide selection of fabric colors to choose from, to help create a bright and upbeat office environment.
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PRODUCT  TABLE

(black)

(black) (red) (coffee) (orange) (grey) (yellow) (green)

(coffee) (grey) (red) (brown) (green) (white) (black) (grey) (green) (black) (grey) (green) (blue) (dark grey)

SPECIFICATIONS

FOLLOW

Material Options and Colour Range



OVERVIEW

FO60N-111-B FO60W-333-W FO60B-111-B FO60H-333-W FO60H-111-W FO60B-171-B FO60W-373-W FO60B-171-B




